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INTRODUCTION 
The economic concept of a set of agents each of which cannot influence the 
outcome of their collective activity but certain coalitions of which can influence 
that outcome has received a proper mathematical formulation by means of 
measure theory. J. W. Rlilnoz and L. S. Shapley [lo] have considered a game 
with a measure space of players. Aumann [3] has shown that the set of com- 
petitive allocations and the core coincide when the set of consumers is an 
atomless positive finite measure space. 
Given a finite set of agents Q and a Banach space S (often referred to as 
the commodity space) a necessary step in analysing economic equilibrium is to 
study the “set valued” sum 
where f(a) E $(a). 
In a more general context, we let D be an arbitrary set and let the set of 
coalitions & be a o-field. A positive measure p is defined on & where p(E) is 
the fraction of agents in E. Then xaeo$(a) is replaced by J-4 + This and 
additional considerations motivated such works as [6j and [9]. 
In recent years the study of multivalued measures and functions has received 
considerable attention. For the most part this is due to their applications in such 
areas as mathematical economics and control theory. When studying such 
functions authors have restricted their attention to the case where the range 
consists of non-empty, bounded, closed subsets of a Banach space X. This 
often is specialized to compact or weakly compact, convex subsets of S. Thus 
in [9] conditional expectations are defined and convergence theorems for set 
valued martingales are provided. For an additional small sample of work in 
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The problem of representing “multi-operators” has been treated by several 
authors. For example, Castaing [5] represents certain multi-operators defined 
on L” or L1. Castaing has shown that if T maps from L”(,Q, d, p) or Ll(Q, d, p) 
into compact-conves subsets of a topological vector space, if T satisfies 
T(f, +&a) = T(f,) + T(bA) whenever fr ,fz 3 0, and if T(Af) = AT(f) for all 
scalars A (where addition of compact-convex sets is defined in the obvious way) 
together with some continuity conditions, then T(f) = Jo T(W) dp where 
r maps 9 into compact, convex sets. 
In a somewhat more general context, consider T(f) = jj(w) r(w) dp where r 
has values in ??JX), the set of non-empty bounded closed, convex subsets of a 
Banach space X. It is clear that T(f + g) = l(f + g) (w) T(W) dp and 
(f(w) r(w) + g(w) r(w): w E Q) need not be a closed subset. Thus the condition 
T(f + g) = T(f) + T(g) may become rather restrictive if it is required that I’ 
have values in VJX). However clearly T satisfies T(f + g) = T(f) + T(g) 
whenever the supports off and g are disjoint. 
Such considerations motivate the following definition. Let T be a map of 
L1(,u) into ?ZJX) such that T(f + g) = T(f) + T(g) whenever the supports 
off and g are disjoint and T(Af) = XT(f) for all scalars X. For 3 E gc(:,(x) and 
B E FTC(X) we set d + B = cl{a + b 1 a E A, b E B}. 
The main purpose of the present paper is to study maps of the above type. 
The space Vc(X) is a complete metric space (but not a linear space) under the 
Hausdorff metric S (see [6]). By results of Godet-Thobie in [8], Vc(X) can 
be imbedded as a complete part in a Banach space F. Thus T may be viewed as a 
nonlinear operator from L+) into F. To study T, we will make use of the results 
of Batt (see [4]) and RIizel (see [I I]) f  or adjoints and the representation of 
nonlinear operators using Caratheodory kernels. 
Let (0, Z, CL) be a finite measure space, let T be a map from Ll(p) into %JX), 
as above, satisfying some continuity conditions and let R denote the reals. Our 
first result shows that there exists a function $ from R x Q into F** (the second 
adjoint of F) such that (+(t, OJ), .~*>a = 4&t, W) p a.e. for every t E R and fixed 
x* E F*, where $,* is an L1 Caratheodory function. Moreover (T(f), x*> = 
JMf(w), 4 4 and if h> is a sequence of simple functions covering a.e. and 
in L1 norm to f then 
From this we will deduce that T(f) is a weak improper integral of +(f(w), w). 
The next result yields a sufficient condition for +(t, .) E %‘JX). This is true 
if +(t, .) is essentially separably valued for all fixed t. I f  T has values in %?JX) 
(the subset of gc(X) consisting of those sets which are also compact), then the 
previous condition is necessary and sufficient. A result of Rieffel in [12] on the 
average range of a vector valued measure is used to show this. 
We then establish a necessary and sufficient condition for a mapping T from 
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L+) into F to be weakly compact as well as a necessary and sufficient condition 
for T to be compact in the sense of [4]. In establishing these results, we utilize 
representation theorems shown by 410’, de Korvin, and \:o 1’an Tho in [I]. 
The last result show that the representation given in [I] may be converted to a 
representation through a kernel. To do this a Radon-Nikodym theorem due to 
Batt for nonlinear measures is used (see [4]). 
h'1.41~ RESULTS .~ND NOTATIONS 
We now explain the necessary notations. For every .J E E-,(S) we set 
/I .-1 llH = 6(-J, 0) = supEEA jl .r I/ , where S is the Hausdorff metric for ZP(-‘i). 
Let #J be a function from R x J2 into R where R denotes the reals and 
(Q, ZI, p) denotes a finite non-atomic measure space. Then 4 is called a Ccrra- 
theodory function if 
(a) 4(., W) is continuous a.e. (as a function from R into R) 
(b) qS(r, .) is measurable for all c E R. 
For every fELr(p), we set (q&f) (w) = qS[f(~), w]. Thus 4 is called a Li-Cara- 
theodory function if +,,f~Lr whenever.fE L1. Carotheodory functions have been 
extensively studied by RIizel in [I I]. 
We define an addition, +, in %c(LY) b> 
Also we assume the following hypotheses: 
(I) (Q, Z, p) is a finite non-atomic space. 
(2) I f  u-nj+f a.e. where frZ E L’(p) and f~ L”(p), then T(fJ - T(f) 
(in the 6 metric). 
(3) T maps bounded subsets of LL(p) into bounded subsets of K,.(S). 
(4) T is uniformly continuous on bounded subsets of Lx(p). 
(5) T(f+ g) = T(f) + T(g) whenever the supports of f  and g are 
disjoint. T(Aj) = AT(f) for all scalars A. 
(6) Without loss of generality we assume that T(0) = to)-. 
Conditions (2) and (4) are to be found in [ 1 I] and are fairly general. Condition 
(3) is rather standard when working with nonlinear operators and will provide 
us with an adjoint for T. This kind of property is labeled “-d-bounded” by 
Batt (see [4]). 
A result of Godet-Thobie permits ee(-Y) to be imbedded as a complete part 
in a Banach space F. In fact F is the smallest closed space containing EJX) 
(see [8]). We continue to denote the norm in F bv ‘, . llH and the norm in S b\ 
[j . l/i . Then T is a (non linear) operator from L1(p) onto the Banach space $‘. 
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It should be noted that since the imbedding of FC(,(x) preserves the multiplica- 
tion by positive scalars only, we do not have T(Af) = AT(f) for all scalars h 
when the range of T is viewed as a subset of F. 
From results found in [4], condition (3) above implies that T has an adjoint T” 
which maps F* into the additive functionals on L+). We denote by H[L+)] 
this set of additive functionals on Ll(p). I f  h E H[L+)], then h is a map from 
Lt(p) into R satisfying h(f + g) = h(f) + h(g) whenever f  and g have disjoint 
supports. 
Of course T* is defined by ::Tf, x*, = (f, T*s*:; for all f  E LQ) and s* E F*. 
THEOREM 1. c’nder the assumptions (l)-(6) there exists a function 4 from 
R x Q into F** such that for every fzxed t E R, one has (4(t, w), x*) = &(t, w) 
a.e. where for every fixed s* E F*, $,* is an L1 Caratheodory function. If  {sn) is a 
sequence ef simple functions such that (s,,} converges to f  a.e. in L1 norm, then 
XT(f), x*Y = hi J’ c:+(S,,(w>, w), s*,/ dp. 
Also <T(f), s*;> = J A+ of 4. In fact 4 may be chosen so ($(t, w), x*j = 
p[&.(t, w)] for every fixed t and x* mhere p is a lifting of L=(p). 
Proof. We already have stated that T*s* E H[L+)]. Now if lVl(f) < a, 
lVi(g) c< a, and -Y7(f - 9) < 7, then 
for an appropriately chosen 7. Let xa denote the characteristic function of =1, 
for A E 2’. Since lVr(x,,,ix(.~)) = I, condition (3) implies that 
is a bounded set. We now apply a result of AIizel ([I I, p. 460) by letting 
1’ = Ll(p). For each .Y* there exists an Ll C’aratheodory function &* such that 
\:.f, T*.v*‘ = j-(&. of) dp. R4 oreorer for each x*, (bs.(L1(p)) is a bounded subset 
of L+). \Ve now show that for every fixed t, +sa(t, .) ELM. 
Assume that for some t E R, +Jt, .) $ L”(p). Then one can find a set An E 2 
such that on -I,, , 4&t, CU)~ > n. In particular let us say (bse(t, w) ; n on rZ,, 
with ~(-4,~) .:> 0. Let .f,, = ~,~,,t. Then 
:’ ,,T(f,J, x*j = j (+,e 0 fn) dp = j Q,*(t, w) dtL > w(b). 
A R 
So I,::T(x,4nt), s*‘ li:p(A,J > IZ. This contradicts that ‘1 T(XA,t)lJH/p(-q) is bounded. 
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Thus &(t, .) EL”(~) f  or every fixed t. Let p be a linear lifting of Lm(p) as 
described in [7]. For every fixed (t, w) in R x Q consider the map 
N” - f [+X’(t, w)l. 
Since 
U’(xA x* + r*> = J; +r*+df, w) 4 
for all d E Z, it follows that 
h*(f, *) + 9,*(4 *) = h’fl’(f9 .I 
and 
4/\2*(4 *) = Mr*(f, .) a.e. for every fixed t. 
Thus the map X* - +[&*(f, w)] is linear for all fixed (t, w). 
Now let us assume that sup,la*ll~l 1 p[&(t, w)]i = co for some (f, w). Then 
there exists a sequence {x,,} with /I x~* 11 < 1 and 1 p[&(t, w)I > n for some 
fixed (t, w). Thus I/ &(t, .)[ir > II for fixed t. In pa&ular let us say that 
&*(t, .) > n over -4, with p(A) > 0. Let fn = xa,t. Again (T(xA,t) x:‘) = 
JA’&,Cf, W) dp > n&An) and th’ IS contradicts the boundedness of the set 
Thus the map X* + p[&(t, w)] is a bounded linear map on F* and there exists 
a function 4: R x D + F** such that ~[&+(f, w)] = (+(t, w), x*1,. In particular 
(d(t, w), s*: = &*(t, W) a.e. for every fixed t. Also 
<T(xJ), s*:; = s, 4,4f> w) 4 = .r, d$s*(f, ~11 4~. 
SO 
(T(x.J). .I-*:, = J ‘:&4t, w), .y*:; dp. 
I f  s is a simple function of the for s = Zxati with -4( E Z and disjoint, then 
clearly ,:T(s), s*:: = J” (C&S, X* ;. dp. 
Xow let f  E ,51(p) and let (s,) converge to f  a.e. in Li norm, then from 1~itali’s 
theorem (see [ll]), it follows that J$s*(~n(.), .) dp converges to JCs*(f(.), .) dp. 
Also (~, T(s,J, x*> converges to <T(f), s I’ *‘, . This finishes the proof of the theorem. 
We now show that T(f) is in some sense a weak improper integral of&f. This 
behavior is somewhat similar to the Pettis integral which can be viewed as an 
improper integral of Bochner integrals. 
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PROPOSITION 2. With the hypothesis of Theorem 1 for every f E L’(p) there 
exists a sequence of sets {Bj> such that 
<IT(f), s* = 
Proof. We use the notation of the previous proof. For every E > 0 there 
exists B E Z such that p(B’) < E and &(sJ.), .) converges to &*(f(.), .) uni- 
formly on B (and a.e. on B’). This follows from the fact that C+J f  converges 
a.e. to +,.f, see [II], and an application of Egoroff’s theorem. Thus 
p[&*(xesn(.), .)] converges uniformly to p[&&J(.), .)] and i:T(xss,)? x*) 
converges to JB &*(f(w), w) &. Also (1 T(xBs,), x*) = JB ~bL(sn(w)~ w)l G 
converges to JB ~Mdf(~), w)lG. 
so 
Also 
<;T(xB, ,f), x*j = f  &*(fb), w) dcL. 
.B’ 
But by hypothesis if {En}1 0 and {B,) are the corresponding sets, then by 
condition (2), T(xBL,f) - 0 for some subsequence {Bkk} of {Bi}. This Jinishes 
the proof. 
We now turn to a very natural question: When is C(t, .) E %‘C(X) a.e. for 
everv fixed t ? 
THEOREM 3. Let T be a map from Ll(p) into VC(X) satisfying the previous 
conditions. If $(t, .) is essentially separably valuedfor allfixed t then $(t, .) E g,(X) 
a.e. for each t. If T has values in %?JX) w h ere X is separable, then $(t, .) E ‘iR,,(X) 
a.e. if and only ;f  ~$(t, .) is essentially separably valued. 
Proof. Let m,(A) = T(XAt). By (2), m, is anF-valued measure. Now 
(mJA), x*) = s ($(t, CO), x*) dp. 
If  +(t, .) is essentially separably valued for every fixed t, then since #(t, .) is wk* 
measurable, it follows that +(t, .) is strongly measurable (see [7], p. 106). Now 
we define 
fnb) = 4(t, w) on the set 
and 
f,(w) = $y on the set {w: 1: 4(t, w)IIF** > n:. 
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By a result of Rieffel (see [12]) applicable to Bochner integrable functions, 
f,(w) E Co L4n,t(12) for w in the first set. The statement is clearly true if w belongs 
to the second set. Now 
and since {fnj converges to $(t, .) a.e. for every fixed t and since gC(X) is com- 
plete, it follows that $(t, w) E%JX~) a.e. for every fixed t. 
Now assume T has values in %?JX). Since X is assumed separable, it follows 
that VJX) is separable (see [6]). Thus if +(t, .) is strongly measurable for all 
fixed t, then the above argument can be repeated to show ~$(t, ,) E ‘e,,(S) a.e. 
Comersely if for every t, $(t, .) E VC,(X) a.e., then since g<,(X) is separable, 
d(t, .) is essentially separably valued. 
The following corollary provides a sufficient condition for $(t, .) E VC(c(x) a.e. 
for every fixed t. 
COROLLARY 4. Assume the conditions (l)-(6). Assume that WI, has$nite varia- 
tion fey every t and that for every A E 2 with p(A) > 0, the weak closure of the 
absolutely convex hull of 
!* : B C D, /L(B) > 01 
( P.(B) 
is weakly compact in F where D is some subset of .-I. Then +(t, .) E Vc(X) a.e. for 
every fixed t. 
Proof. Since m, has finite variation and rvzt <p, there exists a function g 
from Q into F* * such that (.r*, g‘j EL+) and 
+?&4), .x*,, = 
r 
<s*, g;, dp 
‘A 
with 1 g / EL’(~). Now 
[‘CT”, 4th .):J X,4(.)1 = [C,*(f, .) X/d(.)] 
= r4424t~ .)I PXA(.) 
= <x*, y$(t, .)‘l p)&( .). 
It follows from [7] that g may be picked with values in F and moreover g is 
strongly measurable and unique a.e. Thus $(t, .) = g( ,) a.e. So 4(t, .) is strongly 
measurable and with values in F a.e. Thus by the above theorem +(t, .) E ZC(X) 
a.e. 
We would like now to characterize “compact” and “weakly compact” maps 
from L+) into PC(X). As earlier we imbed FYC(X) into F. We will use another 
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representation theorem for T, based on the results of Alo’, de Korvin, and 
T’o Van Tho in [l]. This will better suit our purpose. We assume the following 
set of conditions: 
(a) T(0) = (0). 
(b) T is bounded on bounded sets of L+) 
(c) T is uniformly continuous on bounded sets of L+). 
Of course we continue to assume that 
(d) T(f + g) = T(f) + T(g), whenever the supports of f  and g are 
disjoint, and T(hf) = XT(f). 
Let %(X, Y) denote all functions from X into I’ (X, Y Banach spaces) that 
are 0 on 0, bounded on bounded sets of X, and uniformly continuous on bounded 
sets of X. Let a and 6 be two positive numbers. If  A E Z, let sv,[m, -41 
= sup /j Zm(&) xi 11 . Here m denotes a finitely additive set function from 2 into 
#(X, I’) and the sup is over disjoint sets {-+) ~2, xi E X with U&C A, 
Nl(~XA;xi) < a. Also szi,,s [m, A] = sup I/ Zm(B,) xi - &z(Bj) .x; I/ where the 
sup is over {=li)- disjoint, {B,} disjoint, xi E X, xi E X, ~~4; C A, uBj C d, 
~V~(EX~,XJ < a, :Vi(Z,~,ix~) f  OL, and N,(zj;,,si - ZX~,X;) < 6. 
Following the notation of [l], let -Va[Z, P/(-1-, I-)] denote all finitely additive 
set functions from Z into 9/(X, 1’) with 
w,[m, Q] < xj, lii SZ’,,.~[M, Q] = 0. 
As earlier T”‘: F* - H[L+)] is well defined. From proposition 11 of [1] we 
have that (T*y*, f ‘, = sf dm,, with m,,: Z+ #(R, R). This follows since it is 
shown that H[L,Q), Y] is isomorphic to ni:,[Z, “)/(X, I’)] and T*(q*) (f) = 
Sf dm,* where the integral is as in [I]. Now m,, is finitely additive and 
sz~,Jmy* , Q] < z’, lim,,, SZ,,~~[UZ~* , Q] = 0. 
THEOREM 5. rissume T satisfies (a)-(d). TI leu T is zceak[v compact if and onIy 
z.{m,,: 11 y* /I < If  is zueak<y sequentially compact in NJE, &(R, R)] (viewed as a 
topological vector space with generatin g semi-norms p,(m) = sv,[m, Q]). .41so T 
is compact ;f  and only if {my,: 11 y* (j .< 1) is precompact in NJ& %(R, R)]. 
Proof. Now T is weakly compact if and only if T* is (see [4]). ‘41~0, T* is 
weakly compact if and only if T* sends (y*: (1 v* 11 -< I) into a weakly compact 
set of E?[L’(p)] which by [1] is topologically isomorphic to -Vs[,Z, +Y(R, R)]. Here 
the respective generating norms are /I lIrl and szr,[., Q]. The second part follows 
in a similar way. 
Finally we show how to go from a representation of the type discussed in [1] 
to a representation of the type discussed earlier in this paper. 
PROPOSITION 6. Let T be a map satisfying conditions (a)-(d). Then for g E L=(p) 
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zce hare t.\T(g), x*> = s u&w,g(w)) dp for .z* EF* with tic.(w, s) = U,,(W) (s) 
where u,..: R - J)/(R, R) and 
(a) 2^1,,.( ‘, s): w - ur.(w) (s) is an element of Lr(p) 
(2) ~i,..(., s) = p(zts*(., s)) where p is a lifting ojL~(~) 
(3) 1 I(~.+(.), 11: t + // ~~*(t)~ 11 is bounded for each 1 :> 0. 
Proof. Now m, * is clearly additive and 
S’Z’, 1 ml,.* , Q] = sup 1 &+(Ai) ei 1 = sup I(;T,ZxAie,), x*\ I 
where :VI(Z~,~je,) ~5 a.. Thus by condition (b), w,[M,, , Q] < x. Now 
e~b[m,* , Q] = sup{ZD,(m,*) (A& 
where the sup is over I t, 1 < (Y, / t,, I < pi, j t, - t, 1 < 6 and (dn> disjoint. 
Thus by (c) lim,.,,u,(m,,), = 0. S imi ar 1 computations show that (w+)~ are 
countably additive and v[q* , -41 < jl T 11 p(A). Now applying a result of Batt 
for #(I?, R) valued set functions [4, Lemma 91 the proposition follows. 
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